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Pete Lockett’s ethnic percussion has been heard on the last
five James Bond movies, but the British drummer is equally
comfortable behind a kit, belting out the rhythm for the likes
of Amy Winehouse and Ronan Keating.
He shares his e-drum perspectives with digitalDrummer
editor Allan Leibowitz.

Lockett inLockett in

--profile--

From tabla to 2Box
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digitalDrummer: Pete, tell us how you got
started in drumming �
Pete Lockett: It was a bizarre thing. I was just
walking past a drum shop and I thought: ‘I’ll have a
drum lesson’, for no readily explainable reason. I
went in and it made sense to me in a way that other
things in my life hadn’t before. I was aged 19 and
was soon a drummer in a punk rock band. Similarly,
my decision to transform from punk rock kit player to
tabla dude was totally unexpected. I was playing in
a punk band on the London rock scene, and I
accidentally stumbled across an Indian gig. It was
Ustad Zakir Hussain and Ali Akbar Khan, and it was
amazing. I didn’t know what they were doing. When
you see tabla for the first time, a good player, it’s the
most amazing thing, it’s stunning. I had no concept
of what he was doing, but that made an impact on
me. Later, I saw tabla lessons advertised in the local
adult education magazine, and I was down there like
a shot. Of course, the actual transformation took
somewhat longer, many years of dedicated study, in
fact. My early influences started out with punk, Sex
Pistols to the Damned, then I moved on to be a
huge Keith Moon fan. I was smashing up my drums
at gigs, so that was all part of that influence. Then, I
moved on to be influenced by ‘technical’ players of
the moment, Simon Phillips, Steve Gadd, etc. From
there, I hit the Indian trail, so I started listening to the
great Indian masters. One noticeable thing from
these early days was that I had an open mind for
sound. Instruments such as drum sets have become
a standardised set of sounds nowadays, but I have
always wanted to integrate different sounds into my
set-ups. This began with acoustic additions, but
obviously goes on to include electronic as well.

dD: We’ll get onto that in a moment, but first can
you tell us how you turned pro?
PL: This was a very gradual thing. I moved to
London aged 23 and started playing around the
London rock scene. It took years to earn even a
penny. One has to be very, very patient. Then, it was
a combination of teaching and gigs. Then, as time
moved on, there was less and less teaching and
more gigs. I feel very lucky now to be able to choose
what gigs I want to do and turn down those I don’t.
One characteristic I always had was to pull out of
situations to move up to the next level. For example,
for a while I played on the London Jazz scene.
However, the gigs were really badly paid so I
stopped working on that scene and tried to get
better-paying session gigs. It worked out well for
me. On the one hand, it could seem like the money
was the primary concern but the actual truth is that
when you do get up to some higher levels, then you
can get the luxury of choosing what you want to do,
rather then having to do certain things. The music

comes first and being able to choose what you play
is a really important thing to keep you inspired.

dD: What are some of your memorable
performances and recordings?
PL: Impossible to select individual elements really. I
have had so many collaborations all over the world.
I have just got back from Jodhpur where I
collaborated with 28 Rajasthani folk musicians in the
Jodhpur folk festival, a moonlit gig on the top of
Jodhpur fort. Before that, I toured Poland in duo with
Simon Phillips (Toto). Both were completely different
and immensely memorable in different ways. I have
collaborated over the years with musicians from
Japan, India, Pakistan, Nepal, Thailand, Sudan,
Azerbaijan, Cuba, USA, Europe, Africa, Ireland,
Scandinavia; Beatboxers, DJs and sound designers.
I do not have a closed mind about whom I work with
- apart from the fact that they have to have vision
and something to say. 

dD: Okay, let’s pick up on where electronics fits
into your drumming world?
PL: To understand how it began, one needs to
understand that it is all about sound and texture for
me, whether it is acoustic or electronic. If you go
back to the original traps set from the ‘20s, there
was everything in there, bass, snare, cymbals, wood
block, bongos, found sounds, metal, wood, etc.
When you play drumset, you are effectively
composing a multi-voice rhythm involving different
tones and syncopation. When you compose on
percussion, you are effectively doing the same
thing, sometimes with different instruments layered
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upon each other and sometimes with multi-limb
independence similar to drumset playing. Same
thing with electronics. It is tone and texture. Bearing
this in mind, it surprises me that there is not more
cross-fertilisation between drumset, percussion and
electronics in terms of the sounds that are used. A
cowbell, wood block, crasher and tambourine are
often as far as most set players would go, even with
a lot of electronic kits. It has become a formalised
instrument which, for such a young instrument, is
kind of surprising. 

I can’t say I was any different before I got into
percussion. That really got me into ‘sounds’ and
textures a lot more and opened up how I saw the
drumset. When you start to think of sounds in
abstract, then it opens a lot of doors. I remember
recording with Phil Manzanera from Roxy Music and
we went around deconstructing the studio and
building a set with all the found sounds. Dustbins,
lamps, heaters, you name it. It turned out to be a
great percussion track. This, for me, is really
venturing into a zone where electronics can be a
very fruitful addition to any set-up. Sampled found
sounds and unusual tones and textures really add
colours to the palette. Check out the third track on
Weather Report’s ‘Domino Theory’ album for an
example. The percussionist was a guy called José
Rossy. Really interesting sounds, some sampled
and triggered by Zawinal on his Emulator as well. 

Going back to the eclectic influences, in the same
way that I try to perceive sounds as much as I
perceive specific instruments, I also mix up various

traditional drumming techniques and rhythmic
systems from around the world. When you start to
look at drumming methodologies from around the
world, you really get to see how in-depth and
developed many of them are, often in completely
different ways. Take, for example, Japanese taiko
and Indian tabla. Completely different approaches to
rhythm and articulation on the instruments, Indian
being very cerebral and with intense finger
technique and virtuosity, whilst the Japanese is a
much more physical and tribal pulse approach.
Bringing these types of ‘opposites’ together is one of
the things that fascinates me and obviously led me
to include electronics in my set-ups.

dD: And what sort of set-ups are we talking
about?
PL: It happened in the beginning with a Lexicon
JamMan, the old rack-mount unit. I had this and a
Boss GX700 guitar effects processor. This was at
the time of the Atari and Notator synced with a
DA88, so for me the computer side of things was
pretty stiff and MIDI. Originally, it was to expand the
live performance potential of my acoustic sounds. I
was not attracted at all to the electronic kit sounds
available and even less to the ‘machine gun’
triggering of the time. The live thing and the studio
thing were very separate because of this. With the
JamMan, I would live loop and multi-track on the fly,
but this is very hard with live percussion where each
instrument is a different level. With a ‘line level’
instrument such as Boss, a lot of the time the
overdubs would be the same volume and the
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performance much easier to technically manage. 

For me to get this properly happening with live
percussion, I was starting to get into really long
sound checks. Around this time, PC-based DAWs
started to emerge and the whole technology thing
started to develop really fast. I started to move onto
phrase samplers such as the Korg ES1 and away
from the live looping. I still love that unit. So simple
and with all the real-time effects. I am at a loss as to
why instruments such as the SPD-S do not have
these obviously inexpensive functions. From here, I
started using the SPD-S live and a laptop to run
some sequences and trigger samples from plug-ins
such as Battery within Logic 5. The SPD-S was also
great for having mini-electronic kits with a bass and
snare external pad and also for triggering prepared
loops. This became a much more reliable way of
doing the live looping thing but with pure controlled
HiFi. It would create exactly the same effect as live
looping and people would never know it was not live
looping. There is a lot of scope with the SPD-S
because you can import your own sounds. It is so
disappointing that the new Roland pad seems a step
backwards with no way of inputting your own
sounds via removable media. Unbelievable!

I still use the SPD-S and also have a lot of stuff
running from iPod, etc. I rarely use laptops or the
live looping thing live now. All my sounds and loops I
now prepare in my studio. I combine using Logic 9
on a MacBook Pro and also love Soundforge on the
PC. It is such a brilliantly easy and flexible editor.
Straight to the point. Of course, the big thing for me
at the moment with electronics is my involvement as
an endorser with 2Box drums.

dD: With 2Box, you’re more than an endorser.
You’re also developing patches for their kit. How
does that work, what type of kits are you doing

and what’s it like working on a whole new
generation of e-drums?
PL: One very important thing for me with any
electronic device is the ability to input your own
sounds. 2Box is the only kit that allows this and has
a healthy 4GB memory to import sounds. I really
think it is the best drum brain out there. I have very
little interest in boxed sounds from kits such as
Roland or Yamaha. Even with editing, it is nothing
even close to what you can do editing an acoustic
sound in your DAW or audio editor, presupposing
you have a vision. My quest and eclectic taste for
different sounds is no different with electronics at all.
To me the electronics is an extension of the
acoustic. I do not really see them as distinctly
separate and unrelated. It is all just sound after all.

Feel is also important. I love the mesh heads and
2Box also has great tracking and dynamics. The
sound quality is also great thanks to high-quality
DAC and AD converters and the internal 24 bit
resolution. The pads and the cymbals are virtually
silent, which is good if you don’t want to disturb your
neighbours but it’s also good to keep volume down
on gigs. Also, as I mentioned, the sound architecture
is open which means that you can drag and drop
your own sound and wave song file into the unit
(when connected via USB to a PC). The computer
software for this is killing. Basically, let’s say you
had 20 snare drum hits of different volume. Well,
when you drag all the files onto the pad icon in the
software screen, it intelligently places them by
putting the lowest peak waveform at the lowest
velocity setting and the highest peaks at higher
velocity settings. This is a massively convenient
shortcut whereby you can create your own velocity-
sensitive kits without a headache of editing.

It is early days for my individual kits and sound sets
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at the moment, but we had a brainstorming meeting
recently to discuss these developments. What I
want is to create sound sets whereby a drumset
player with no knowledge of darabouka, for
example, can play the instrument on a pad or set of
pads and by using their drumset technique will be
able to get some grooves happening which do
justice to the actual sound of the original instrument.
Watch this space. It’s going to be good!!

dD: You have also recently recorded some
samples for Loopmasters. How did that come
about and what sort of sounds and loops have
you done for that project?
PL: Yes, this and the Toontrack
plug-in that is being
currently put together.
The Loopmasters disc
contains everything from
Japanese taiko to Indian
tabla, from groovy funk
bongos to Arabic
darabouka and frame
drums. The disc is divided
into two sections. Firstly, the
‘groove sets’ section which
covers five popular tempos:
70, 90, 110, 130 and 170
BPM. For each tempo, there
are numerous percussion sets
broken down into their
individual loops. Secondly, the
individual instrument section has numerous loops at
various tempos on instruments such as bongos,
tabla, cajon, claypot, etc. Also featured is a special
top-end section which covers shakers, tambourines
and triangle along with a folder of ‘swishes’ and
‘Airtoesque’ sound effects. The Toontrack plug-in
also will have lots of interesting stuff on it and some
cool single-shot instruments. Something different
guaranteed!

dD: Let’s look at the state of electronic
drumming. What benefits do you see in
integrating electronics into drummers’ set-ups
and if drummers embrace loops and samples,
are they still drumming?
PL: It is about sound. By integrating new sounds
into your set-up, you give yourself more options. In
terms of percussion and drums of the world,
drumset is a very small percentage. When you
travel the world, you soon realise what an amazing
array of percussive sounds and techniques are out
there. I am amazed that more drummers don’t get
into that, let alone into electronics. With electronics,
there is a massive possible benefit. From triggering
a massive boomy bass drum sample every eight
bars on a pad to having an unusual ride sound for a

chorus, to triggering loops and sound effects; to
playing whole tracks or sections with sampled
sounds. Most super-heavy thrash metal double bass
drummers are all triggering and not playing acoustic
bass drums. Many have Roland kick triggers
attached to the bass pedal behind the bass drum so
the bass drum is actually just for show. With super-
fast double bass playing, often the ‘roar’ and ‘boom’
of the bass drum will not allow an audible or tight
bass drum sound to be defined.

For every drummer that comes forward and doubts
bringing electronics into their set-up, there will be 20

songwriters who would love it if their
drummer utilised it. Are they still
drumming? The acoustic instrument
has become extremely
preconceived. People are still
getting electronic kits and wanting
them to do exactly what the
regular drumset does.
Ridiculous!! They are different
things. It is about seeing the
strengths and benefits of both.
Nothing can replace hitting an
acoustic drumset, no
electronic kit in the world.
However, it can add a
massive extension to an
existing drumset or be a

really creative tool in the hands of
someone with vision. If there is passion in their
playing and they are feeling the music, hell yeah,
they will still be drumming. Give me a table and I will
drum!!!

dD: What will the future hold for e-drummers?
PL: Electronic drums are here to stay, just as the
acoustic drumset is. There is plenty of room for
both. As brains such as 2Box come along, I think the
instrument can move forward artistically a lot more. I
am not happy with boxed sounds and I am sure a lot
of other people are not as well, so let’s hope there
are lots more developments along this line.
Instruments such as the new (Korg) Wavedrum
coming along with no USB, removable media or any
way of backing up or importing really needs to be a
thing of the past. It is less expensive than ever to
add these facilities to a unit and it is shocking to see
them overlooked. Along with my Handsonic, the
Wavedrum stays firmly stored in the cupboard, full
of expectation but pregnant with disappointment.

dD: And for Pete Lockett? What’s in store for
you professionally?
PL: More of the same. I have had a totally manic
year, touring all over the world and look forward to
more this year. Onward and upward with a bongo!!!
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